(867 [42.5%]), and pastes applied on the anterior fontanel (24 [1.18%]). Other less common but more traumatic therapies were foot-roasting (18 [0.88%]), heat treatment of extremities (6 [0.29%]), and application of special preparations orifices (0.88%).

**CONCLUSIONS:** The high use of traditional methods of treatment and the harmfulness of some of them calls for health providers in any environment to evaluate these practices to use the information obtained as tools for health education, thereby discouraging harmful treatments and encouraging the practice of useful ones.
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**INTRODUCTION:** Health-related quality of life concerning children is a growing field of research. The Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory (PedsQL) is a promising instrument that is available in age-appropriate versions and parallel forms for both children and their parents.

**OBJECTIVE:** The purpose of this study was to evaluate the psychometric properties of the Greek translation of the PedsQL 4.0 generic core scales in a sample of healthy children.

**METHODS:** After a successful pilot test, the Greek PedsQL was used in a cross-sectional study of 645 healthy 8- to 12-year-old schoolchildren and 567 of their caregivers within the framework of the European project (KIDSCREEN). Reliability of the instrument was assessed by Cronbach’s α. Construct validity was assessed by exploring the intercorrelations between the 4 PedsQL subscales and between self- and proxy-report subscales. Impact of gender, health status, and socioeconomic class was detected.

**RESULTS:** All PedsQL scales showed satisfactory reliability (>.70). Correlations among self-report subscales and between self- and proxy-report subscales were significant. Girls reported lower health-related quality of life than boys on the emotional-functioning subscale. There were significant differences in scores between low and high socioeconomic groups. Healthy children scored significantly higher on all self- and proxy-report scales.

**CONCLUSIONS:** The PedsQL Greek version for children 8 to 12 years old is a valid and reliable instrument, replicating some of the earlier findings of the original version. The Greek PedsQL 4.0 version will be a valuable tool that can be used effectively in quality-of-life measurement in Greek clinical trials and population-based exercises.
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**INTRODUCTION:** Otitis media remains one of the most common reasons for childhood primary health care presentations. Indigenous children are at the highest risk, but there are scarce data on how they are managed.

**OBJECTIVE:** We sought to determine how Australian primary health care medical practitioners diagnose and manage otitis media in Indigenous and non-Indigenous children.

**METHODS:** We contacted all of Australia’s Aboriginal Medical Services by using the national government’s register to identify their medical practitioners. We mailed a pilot 5-page clinical vignette questionnaire instrument to these primary health care practitioners (N = 257). Responses for Indigenous children were compared with those for non-Indigenous children.

**RESULTS:** Questionnaires were returned from 40.9% of medical practitioners (105 of 257) and 64.8% (57 of 88) of the nation’s Aboriginal Medical Services. When examining children, practitioners used otoscopy (99.0% often/always) but not pneumatic otoscopy (67.0% never) or tympanometry (55.8% never). When practitioners diagnosed acute otitis media, they were more likely to use antibiotics (104 of 113 [92.0%]) when the child was Indigenous versus non-Indigenous (53 of 112 [47.3%]) (odds ratio: 12.9 [95% confidence interval: 5.9–27.9]). Amoxicillin was the most common antibiotic used (309 of 356 [86.8%]). The major factors that determined the practitioners’ otitis media antibiotic use were Indigenous status (65.7%), wet perforations (63.7%), bulging tympanic membranes (58.3%), and fever (56.3%). The major factors for choosing no antibiotics were dry perforations (35.3%) and a well child (24.8%). Most practitioners were aware of the national
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